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i picked this up at the live-recording cd-launch at the bird cafe in london's, brick lane (which is now
having a facelift) and was actually in the best atmosphere in the room, with the subtle twinkling of
cranes and the then-hollyoaks star, nick berry playing the piano. the album is all kitaro, and doesn't
include any vocals, so cannot be compared to the 'silk road' album, though the same raw, mellotron-
laden power is there. the first track is a very traditional acoustic piece, with the strings soaring and
the mellotron strings puncturing the air with their metallic ringing. it's similar in sound to the beach
boys' pet sounds, another album that needed a second look. he makes the most of his music in this
album. a song like 'creature', with its dynamic arrangement and moody strings is very good. it
doesn't always have the same impact as that of silk road, but it is still a very good and very
atmospheric piece of work. 'the temple' is another example of the mellotron being used in a very
effective way, with the strings soaring and the reverberation adding to the effect. this album was
released in 1990 after kitaro's return from the usa. he had had a big success in america with his
albums in the 1980's, and with his music being used in the tv series, silk road. he had also played at
the royal albert hall for the royal family there. so he had the experience of playing in front of royalty,
which must have helped him when he returned to japan. after the success of his two us albums, he
returned to japan to release this one, and it was a big hit. it is an album of absolutely gorgeous and
pure synth-pop, and i am totally surprised that kitaro didn't achieve more success outside of japan,
as it really is superb. some of the tracks are really catchy, like 'dance of the wave' and 'girl'. i love
the fact that kitaro has been able to use his voice on tracks like 'we are the family' and 'alive & well',
as it adds another dimension to his music.
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first album in my collection: ashwapatya. i just had to buy it, and it's one of my favorite albums ever.
i love all the different styles, from gospels to progressive rock to jazz to classical. and in the middle

of all of these styles is the band kitaro, the great and the unique. and he is my favorite musician. i'm
sure of it. more good news for kitaro fans! after the release of the highly acclaimed album mandala,
he has now released a 4 cd set of live performances. it's called an enchanted evening and is a great

example of just how great a live band kitaro can be. he is joined by a full band on the first three
discs, which really showcase his ability to write music which sounds utterly different to anything else
out there, and he is backed by a great band. on disc 4 he and his band perform several tunes from

the legendary silk road album, including the title track, as well as a few from meddle. it is a great cd
and is essential for all kitaro fans. highly recommended! after the release of mandala in 1993, kitaro
started to perform live again and has been touring ever since, having released a four cd set of live
performances in the form of an enchanted evening. this is a great cd and is essential for all kitaro
fans. highly recommended! i have just purchased a copy of the mandala cd and am totally blown
away by this album. it was one of the first cds i ever owned, and i still have it! i was a complete
kitaro fan at the time, but i have to say, this is one of the best cds i have ever heard. there is

something about this cd that i don't understand. it's very sophisticated and complex, yet at the same
time it feels very simple - and that's the way i like my music. i love the essence of the music, not the
jargon - and that's what mandala has to offer. there is a lot of "magic" going on under the surface,
but it's not obvious. it's rather like listening to miles davis, only without the drums. i can't tell you
what it is, but i know i have never heard anything like this. this cd is a masterpiece and will be the

greatest cd in my collection, bar none. 5ec8ef588b
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